. Particle-level set water simulations with and without Nimbus. The left simulation has 152 3 cells, runs on a single core, and takes 335 minutes to simulate 30 frames. The right simulation uses Nimbus to automatically distribute this single-core simulation over eight nodes (64 cores) in Amazon's EC2, simulating faster and with greater detail: 30 frames of a 256 3 cell simulation takes 268 minutes. Without Nimbus, the 256 3 cell simulation takes more than 2 days. Running the 152 3 simulation in Nimbus takes just over 1 hour (68 minutes).
The left simulation has 152 3 cells, runs on a single core, and takes 335 minutes to simulate 30 frames. The right simulation uses Nimbus to automatically distribute this single-core simulation over eight nodes (64 cores) in Amazon's EC2, simulating faster and with greater detail: 30 frames of a 256 3 cell simulation takes 268 minutes. Without Nimbus, the 256 3 cell simulation takes more than 2 days. Running the 152 3 simulation in Nimbus takes just over 1 hour (68 minutes).
Distributing a simulation across many machines can drastically speed up computations and increase detail. The computing cloud provides tremendous computing resources, but weak service guarantees force programs to manage significant system complexity: nodes, networks, and storage occasionally perform poorly or fail.
We describe Nimbus, a system that automatically distributes grid-based and hybrid simulations across cloud computing nodes. The main simulation loop is sequential code and launches distributed computations across many cores. The simulation on each core runs as if it is stand-alone: Nimbus automatically stitches these simulations into a single, larger one. To do this efficiently, Nimbus introduces a four-layer data model that translates between the contiguous, geometric objects used by simulation libraries and the replicated, fine-grain objects managed by its underlying cloud computing runtime.
Using PhysBAM particle-level set fluid simulations, we demonstrate that Nimbus can run higher detail simulations faster, distribute simulations on up to 512 cores, and run enormous simulations (1024 3 cells). Nimbus automatically manages these distributed simulations, balancing load across nodes and recovering from failures. Implementations of PhysBAM water and smoke simulations as well as an open source heat-diffusion simulation show that Nimbus is general and can support complex simulations.
Nimbus can be downloaded from https://nimbus.stanford.edu.
INTRODUCTION
Fluid simulation is a cornerstone of modern animation and special effects. These simulations are computationally intensive and so trade off between simulation detail and execution time. Research results often run for several days or weeks, but the turnaround times of production schedules require using lower resolutions. On-demand cloud computing has made high-performance computing (HPC) clusters immediately available to anyone at very low cost. These ultracheap, highly available computing resources are responsible for the success of real-time "big data" analytics frameworks (Murray et al. 2013; Zaharia et al. 2012 ) as well as a renaissance in artificial intelligence through deep learning (Dean et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2009 ).
Despite its benefits, however, cloud computing has been mostly untapped by simulations. Writing high-performance, distributed programs for the cloud is extremely difficult. Cloud computing provides low price points by giving weak service guarantees: nodes, networks, and storage can and do fail quite often (Vishwanath and Nagappan 2010) . More perniciously, a small fraction of nodes, called stragglers, perform poorly (Ananthanarayanan et al. 2010) , slowing an application to the speed of the slowest core. To perform well in the cloud, an application must interleave computation with communication, recover from failures, and dynamically move work away from slow nodes. For one-off simulations, the up-front engineering costs to distribute in the cloud outweigh the benefits. At the same time, refactoring an existing simulation library is complex and difficult, requiring deep expertise in both distributed systems and simulation methods.
Existing software frameworks provide little help in writing simulations for the cloud. Cloud computing frameworks are designed around application data abstractions such as key-value stores (Murray et al. 2013; Zaharia et al. 2012) or huge graphs (Gonzalez et al. 2012; Malewicz et al. 2010 ), which do not handle the geometric stencils and solvers used by fluid simulations. At the same time, HPC frameworks leave load balancing and fault tolerance to the programmer (e.g., Charm++ (Kale and Krishnan 1993)), require rewriting simulation kernels to a restricted data model (e.g., X10 (Charles et al. 2005) ), or do both (e.g., Legion (Bauer 2014) ). Higher-level domain-specific languages such as Regent (Slaughter et al. 2015) , Simit (Kjolstad et al. 2016 ), or Ebb (Bernstein et al. 2016 ) require rewriting entire simulations from scratch and do not provide the load balancing and fault tolerance that the cloud requires.
This article presents Nimbus, a system that takes an existing grid-based or hybrid (e.g., particle-level set) simulation library and automatically distributes it across many multi-core cloud computing nodes. The core of Nimbus resembles a cloud computing framework: a driver program written as a simple sequential program sends execution tasks to a centralized controller node that dispatches them to many worker nodes. Nimbus's key contribution lies in how it manages data across compute cores so they each seemingly run a stand-alone simulation. Nimbus automatically updates states shared between these sub-simulations (e.g., ghost cells), stitching them together into a single larger one. It achieves this by using a novel, four-layer data model:
(1) In the top layer, a sequential driver program executes simulation functions over geometric data objects, consisting of a simulation variable over a bounding box. (2) To efficiently handle ghost regions and other shared subregions, the second layer disjointly subdivides the domain into logical objects. Logical objects present an abstraction of a large, shared memory, allowing Nimbus to easily analyze parallelism and data dependencies independently of how the simulation is distributed. (3) Each logical object can have multiple physical instances, residing on one or more nodes. The logical/physical separation allows the controller to abstract away distribution, load balancing, and fault tolerance from the driver program. (4) Finally, application objects are in the format and layout that the simulation library expects. Application objects are typically composed of many physical objects, as they include central as well as ghost regions. Nimbus automatically updates application objects locally or over the network to stitch together many seemingly independent simulations.
To support an existing simulation library, a library developer writes a small number of adapters that translate between library calls and Nimbus's APIs.
Nimbus borrows many ideas from previous cloud and HPC systems, such as a central controller and the distinction between physical and logical objects. Unlike all prior approaches, Nimbus is able to automatically distribute serial simulations using their existing kernels. Furthermore, running graphical simulations in a cloud computing setting exposes new performance bottlenecks that big data applications have yet to encounter. Nimbus therefore introduces new optimization techniques that are crucial for performance, such as caching translations between physical and application objects as well as control plane messages. In summary, this article makes the following contributions:
• A four-layer data model that allows a cloud computing runtime to manage distributed geometric data objects that have overlapping regions such as ghost cells.
• A system architecture that uses the four-layer data model to automatically distribute a simulation across many cores, stitching together many smaller simulations into a single, larger one.
• An evaluation of an implementation of the architecture, called Nimbus, quantifying the overheads and scalability of the underlying cloud computing runtime as well as the importance of data caching enabled by using the four-layer data model.
• Demonstrations of PhysBAM (Dubey et al. 2011 ) particlelevel set water and smoke simulations as well as a 3D heat diffusion simulation using a Jacobi solver that Nimbus automatically distributes to run on 1 to 512 cores.
Our evaluation shows that Nimbus runs more detailed simulations faster. By distributing a PhysBAM particle-level set water simulation to run on 64 cores, Nimbus can run a 256 3 simulation faster than a single core can run a 152 3 simulation. Alternatively, Nimbus can lower the 152 3 simulation time from 4 hours to 1 hour. These improvements come without any modifications to Phys-BAM libraries, demonstrating the benefits of cleanly separating distribution from simulation methods through Nimbus's system and data model. Furthermore, Nimbus is general; in addition to PhysBAM water and smoke simulations, we demonstrate a 3D heat diffusion simulation (Kamil 2017 ) distributed by Nimbus.
RELATED WORK
This work builds upon and borrows ideas from a diverse body of prior work, including fluid simulation methods, parallel computing, DSLs, and cloud computing.
Fluid Simulations
There are several common techniques used in fluid simulations. Some, such as smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) (Desbrun and Gascuel 1996) , are purely particle based (Lagrangian). Others are purely grid-based (Eulerian) (Stam 1999) . Most modern methods, however, use a combination of particles and grids. The particle-in-cell (PIC) method uses a grid for pressure and viscosity updates but particles for advection (Harlow 1962 ). The fluid implicit particle method (FLIP) adds energy and momentum to particles to reduce dissipation (Zhu and Bridson 2005) . The affine particle-in-cell (APIC) method augments particles with an affine description of velocity (Jiang et al. 2015) . Particle-level set methods use a thin band of particles at the fluid interface to improve accuracy. Enright et al. (2002a) , Losasso et al. (2004) , and more recent work has explored how to incorporate chimera grids (English et al. 2013 ) and compressible bubbles (Patkar et al. 2013) . PhysBAM is an open-source simulation library (Dubey et al. 2011 ) that supports several fluid simulations using the particle-level set method. Nimbus is designed to support simulations with an underlying Eulerian structure including particle-level set methods, FLIP, and APIC; it is a poor match for purely Lagrangian or mesh-based simulations.
A data-driven approach to enable real-time fluid dynamics on mobile devices precomputes a large number of state transitions and blends different states into a best-effort simulation (Stanton et al. 2014) . Some productions stitch together several coarse and finer simulations, manually fixing the mismatches at simulation boundaries (Reisch et al. 2016; White 2012) . These systems could use Nimbus to generate precomputed states or individual simulation frames.
Parallel Computing
MPI (Snir 1998 ) is a parallel runtime used in HPC. Extensive developer effort is required for a correct and scalable MPI implementation, such as synchronizing between processes by exchanging messages, and mapping computation workload to processes evenly. Charm++ (Kale and Krishnan 1993) resembles MPI but decomposes processes into smaller object-oriented units called chares. Other parallel runtimes such as Legion (Bauer 2014) , Sequioa (Fatahalian et al. 2006) , and Uintah (Germain et al. 2000) allow developers to describe computations as a sequence of tasks, similar to Nimbus, but require developers to rewrite existing libraries to use their data models. Legion, for example, forces programs to store data in tables and partition those tables along rows or columns; this abstraction works well for Eulerian simulations but performs poorly for particle and hybrid simulations, because adjacent rows in a table can move and become geometrically distant, resulting in highly fragmented partitioning. Sequoia requires programmers to use static arrays, making it difficult to express particle and hybrid simulations. Legion and Sequoia take control of the data model but allow a program to decide how to distribute itself; Nimbus takes the opposite approach, keeping the data model under the control of an existing simulation library and automatically handling distribution. ZPL (Deitz et al. 2004 ) is an array programming language that provides abstractions to express data parallel computations, and mappings from data to processor sets, and generates MPI or SHMEM code, but requires application code to be rewritten. The array programming model also makes it difficult to express particle or hybrid algorithms.
Task queues with fork-join and work-stealing approaches have been used to parallelize simulation methods for fluid, face, and cloth simulations (Hughes et al. 2007 ) over multi-core processors. Task queues and work stealing are useful to run parallel tasks over multiple cores on a single node with shared memory but do not scale to multiple nodes.
HPC has a rich literature on load balancing. Static balancing (Catalyurek et al. 2007; Karypis and Kumar 1996) is common for computations on graphs and finite element meshes where each element requires the same number of computational cycles; these approaches pre-compute the optimal partitioning to balance load. Work-stealing (Dinan et al. 2009; Lifflander et al. 2012 ) algorithms have idle nodes pull computation work from few neighboring nodes, but balance load suboptimally, because each node has only partial knowledge. Load-balancing algorithms based on global load distribution knowledge tend to scale poorly (Ni and Hwang 1985) . Hierarchical algorithms (Jeannot et al. 2013; Lifflander et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2011) scale by decomposing the domain into multiple layers, each of which is tractable to balance. Nimbus takes a centralized approach with a global view of the computation, using a caching layer to avoid centralization from becoming a bottleneck.
Rendering and Domain-Specific Languages
Languages such as OpenGL and RenderMan are widely researched and used for rendering in the graphics community (Hanrahan and Lawson 1990; The Khronos Group 2017b) . Systems such as RenderMan, Chromium, and FlowVR Render support rendering over the network, using multiple nodes (Allard and Raffin 2005; Humphreys et al. 2002) . Rendering a large number of frames exploits parallelism, such as temporal parallelism across frames, object parallelism, and even techniques such as sort-first and sortlast, making it a highly parallelizable problem with few dependencies. Languages such as OpenCL and CUDA have made it possible to parallelize computations over a node using thousands of threads (Corporation 2017; Goodnight 2007; Luebke 2008 ; The Khronos Group 2017a). GPUs make it possible to exploit a large amount of data parallelism, but on a single node.
Halide, a domain-specific language (DSL) for writing image processing pipelines, decouples the algorithm from the computation schedule (Ragan-Kelley et al. 2013) . It uses MPI to distribute stencil computations over multiple nodes (Denniston et al. 2016 ). DSLs such as Liszt (DeVito et al. 2011 ), Ebb (Bernstein et al. 2016 , and Simit (Kjolstad et al. 2016 ) let programmers express simulation algorithms at a higher level of abstraction suited to the application domain. A programmer writes a sequence of kernels, and the runtime runs these kernels in parallel. These DSLs can run competitively with, or faster than, hand-tuned C with drastically simpler programs. Nimbus is a distributed system that these DSLs can target to automatically distribute and load-balance simulations across many nodes. Regent (Slaughter et al. 2015) exposes logical regions from Legion (Bauer 2014 ) and automatically generates low-level Legion code. DSLs require that existing libraries be rewritten using a new data model or a new language. With Nimbus, programmers can reuse existing libraries.
Cloud Computing and Fault Tolerance
Most cloud computing systems, such as Hadoop (Dittrich and Quiané-Ruiz 2012) and Spark (Zaharia et al. 2012) , are built upon running map and reduce operations over key-value pairs. These systems assume that all locality is key based: all of the data for a key resides on the same node, but data for different keys has no locality. Correspondingly, these systems support when a task ei-ther depends on a single partition (a "narrow" dependency) or all partitions (a "wide" dependency) of data, but nothing in-between. This abstraction is poorly suited to the structure and locality of simulation data such as particles and grids. Nimbus extends this task-based approach to support geometric dependencies with data locality.
Cloud nodes can have highly variable performance, due to network cross-traffic, misconfiguration, or hardware faults. This causes a small fraction of nodes to be "stragglers." Cloud systems address stragglers and failures by proactively replicating computations (Ananthanarayanan et al. 2013; Dean and Ghemawat 2008) , which works well for disk-bound computations but is prohibitively expensive for CPU-bound ones. Spark tracks lineage for each data set, recomputing and regenerating them if needed.
Naiad uses a timely dataflow to track dependencies and supports richer programs, such as streaming data analysis, machine learning, and graph mining (Murray et al. 2013) . TensorFlow automatically distributes machine-learning algorithms, expressed as a dataflow graph of mathematical operations (nodes) and multidimensional arrays or tensors (edges) (Abadi et al. 2016) . Nimbus borrows the ideas of expressing dependencies using a dataflow graph and using a controller to place data and schedule tasks from these systems. Nimbus provides a richer API to express simulation data, such as particles and grids, and simulation algorithms and solvers.
When the mean number of failures or time between failures is known, approximations such as Young's formula (Di et al. 2013; Young 1974) can be used to compute the optimal number of checkpoints. Systems such as Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR) (Hargrove and Duell 2006) and Distributed Multi-Threaded Checkpointing (DMTCP) (Ansel et al. 2009 ) provide mechanisms and tools to checkpoint processes and restart processes from checkpoints, which libraries and applications can use to recover from faults. However, these systems do not migrate ongoing computations for load-balancing and require users to correctly distribute code, synchronize execution, and exchange messages between processes.
FOUR-LAYER DATA MODEL
Nimbus automatically stitches together distributed, sequential, stand-alone simulations into a single, larger simulation. It accomplishes this by using a powerful four-layer data model tailored to the responsibilities of four different program representations, shown in Figure 2 . These four layers of abstraction provide a clear separation of concerns for different parts of the system, distributing management of the computation in an efficient manner while hiding the details of parallelism, distribution, and fault recovery from the programmer.
The geometric layer is designed to provide a simple abstraction to a simulation author. It is written as a sequential program and completely hides how data is partitioned and computations are distributed. The logical layer breaks this geometry into disjoint data objects and is designed to allow the cloud runtime to quickly analyze dependencies as well as how to place and replicate data. The physical layer maps the logical objects to specific memory on workers and is designed to allow the distributed worker nodes to replicate objects as well as synchronize them. Finally, the appli- Fig. 2 . The Nimbus data model has four abstractions: geometric, logical, physical, and application. This example shows a 1D advection stencil split into two partitions on two different nodes. The geometric view sees the complete simulation domain and applies the stencil to the two partitions. This defines four logical objects, which map to six physical objects on the two nodes. Nimbus assembles these disjoint physical objects into contiguous application objects before invoking simulation library functions.
cation layer is designed to allow existing simulation kernels to use their own custom data structures and data representations without modification. Figure 2 shows the three software systems that manage the interfaces between these layers. Section 4 discusses these in detail, but the translator is notable, because it motivates the need for a four-layer data model. The translator performs the critical conversion between physical objects and the application object formats that a simulation library expects. The translator is critical for performance, because a single application object often consists of many physical objects. For example, node 1's application object in Figure 2 consists of objects 1, 2, and 3. The application expects its object to be a contiguous block of memory to make memory accesses fast, but the worker needs to store it as three separate blocks of memory to make memory and network transfers fast.
The rest of this section explains the four data abstractions in greater detail. Section 4 describes how Nimbus uses each one and translates between them.
Geometric
A simulation declares a variable as a data type over the simulation domain with a geometric partitioning and a ghost cell width. The simulation library defines the set of available types, such as floating point vectors, particles, or scalars. The simulation loop is a linear sequence of simulation library calls, such as advecting particles or calculating boundary conditions in projection. Each library call specifies its data reads and writes by a set of {variable, bounding box} pairs. The 1D stencil in Figure 2 , for example, makes two library calls, one on the left bounding boxes and one on the right: parallel { apply(advect, {vel, lread_bb}, {vel, lwrite_bb}); apply(advect, {vel, rread_bb}, {vel, rwrite_bb}); } Different simulation variables may have different partitioning. For example, a MAC grid can use a fine-grain partitioning to maximize parallelism while a matrix used during a solve can be partitioned more coarsely to reduce the number of iterations needed to converge.
Logical
Using the specified partitioning, Nimbus's launcher automatically translates each variable's geometric domain into a set of disjoint logical objects. Logical objects present the abstraction of a single large, shared memory. They expose how a simulation can be parallelized but hide how the simulation is distributed. Automatically parallelizing a sequential simulation requires carefully managing the read and write order of variables to ensure that a lightly loaded worker does not race ahead and read input data before prior operations on other nodes have completed.
Logical objects define a read/write order to enforce that the parallelized, distributed simulation behaves like the sequential driver program. Each object has a linear sequence of writes, with any number of parallel reads between a pair of writes. This allows Nimbus to analyze data dependencies between calls and enforce execution order. Figure 2 has four logical objects. Nimbus transforms the two library calls into parallel { apply(advect, read:{A, B, C}, write:{A, B}); apply(advect, read:{B, C, D}, write:{C, D}); } As these two advection calls are in parallel, Nimbus knows that both of them read the same data in B and C and they can execute in parallel. However, the next time this block executes, each advection call reads the output of the prior calls and so cannot run until the prior invocations complete. Nimbus allows in-place operations on regions that have read-write access permissions. However, parallel writes to a region are not allowed. In simulation steps where ghost regions have parallel writes (e.g., particle advection), Nimbus uses a two-stage operation, first creating one temporary object per writer and then reducing them to the final result.
Physical
Each logical object has one or more associated physical objects. A physical object describes actual simulation state stored in the memory of a specific node. Physical objects therefore define how data and computations are distributed. Operations on physical objects describe the simulation's execution as managed by the cloud runtime, including simulation operations and data movement. Nimbus's controller binds references to logical objects to concrete physical instances as it decides how to distribute the simulation.
When distributed across two nodes, the four logical objects in Figure 2 map to six physical objects, three on each node ({1,2,3} and {4,5,6}). The logical library calls above are translated into these physical library calls: apply(advect, read:{1, 2, 3}, write:{1, 2}); apply(advect, read:{4, 5, 6}, write:{5, 6});
and before any future operations that require accessing updated ghost regions, Nimbus synchronizes ghost objects through explicit physical copy calls: network_copy(from:2, to:4); network_copy(from:5, to:3);
Unlike the logical view of objects, which maintain the abstraction of a sequential execution of parallel operators, the physical view describes their actual execution. It presents a level of abstraction that allows workers to intelligently and correctly manage execution while remaining independent of the simulation library they are using.
Physical objects are stored as contiguous blocks of memory, optimized for network transfer and minimizing fragmentation. Section 4.2 describes how Nimbus copies physical objects to ensure that, when it executes, each library call reads the result of the most recent write to an object.
Application
Nimbus's runtime needs to pass properly formatted data to a library's simulation kernels. When Nimbus invokes a kernel, it does so as if a partition of the larger simulation is itself a stand-alone, smaller simulation. Ghost cells and other replicated subsets of the data are hidden from the library: a single application object typically consists of many physical objects. The simulation library, however, often assumes that the application object is a single, contiguous object in memory. For example, iterating across the application data for Node 1 in Figure 2 requires accessing object 1, then object 2, then object 3.
Nimbus's translator assembles application objects by interleaving data from physical objects. Nimbus uses the geometry metadata of the physical objects to interleave them correctly. Simulation library functions over these application objects can be used unmodified, without rewriting code to use a different data model. Figure 2 shows how the two nodes each assemble a contiguous application-level object out of three disjoint physical objects. For example, a PhysBAM application object can refer to scalar or vector arrays or particles stored as an array of linked lists of buckets of particles.
advect(sim.velocity());
As the call above shows, the simulation library executing on the node is unaware that its application object can be modified by other threads, cores, or nodes. Instead, when a library routine completes, Nimbus automatically updates the underlying physical objects, stitching together the seemingly independent simulations. The controller automatically copies the physical object that contains the latest writes to a logical object to other physical objects. Before Nimbus runs a simulation kernel on application objects, it checks whether they are up to date with their corresponding physical objects. If the physical objects have updates, then Nimbus merges those updates into the application object before running the kernel. For example, when node 2 copies 5 to 3, the next time node 1 runs the kernel it merges the writes to 3 into the corresponding application object. Section 4.3 describes how the translator automatically keeps application layer data objects and their underlying physical objects consistent.
SYSTEM DESIGN
This section presents how Nimbus's seemingly complex services can be decomposed into a few simple system components. Nimbus translates between geometric, logical, physical, and application views of the data using the five architecture components shown Fig. 3 . Design overview of Nimbus. A driver program defines a lineage of operations over geometric data. The launcher turns the driver program into series of parallel tasks over logical data objects and sends them to the controller. The controller assigns tasks to worker nodes for execution, mapping logical objects to specific physical instances. Automatically inserted copy tasks synchronize physical instances when needed. The translator on each computing node assembles application objects out of physical objects, and the manager controls a thread pool to execute library functions over application objects.
in Figure 3 . A driver program describes the main simulation loop in the geometric view. The launcher specifies the logical tasks that each operate on a subset of the simulation domain, defined by logical objects. The launcher sends these logical tasks to a controller, which binds the logical objects to physical objects, computes dependencies, and sends task commands to worker nodes. The manager running on a worker node receives task execution commands, schedules them based on their dependencies, and invokes simulation library code. The translator on worker nodes assembles the disjoint physical objects into application objects and keeps both views consistent with a write-back cache.
Driver and Launcher
The initialization phase of a driver program specifies the simulation variables, the geometric domain, and a partitioning configuration. Nimbus uses this information to generate a set of logical objects, which decouple data declarations from instantiation, placement, and layout.
The execution phase of a driver program calls library functions over partitions (geometric domains), specifying whether each argument is read-only or read/write. The launcher expands these library calls into waves of tasks, assigning one task to each partition. Each task has a read set of the logical objects it reads and a write set of the logical objects it writes. To compute these sets, the launcher looks up the logical objects associated with each partition. It relaxes the sequential order of the driver program by computing data dependencies between tasks and adding a before set to each logical task, which specifies what tasks must complete before this task can safely run. The before set is calculated from read and write sets, enforcing that every task sees the most recent write in the driver's sequential order. These before sets define the logical task graph, a DAG that encodes the simulation's potential parallelism.
Controller
The controller takes the task graph it receives from the launcher and transforms it into a physical task graph, which contains execution commands that invoke simulation library functions on specific nodes. Vertices of the physical task graph, like the logical task graph, have a read set, write set, and before set. The read set and write set are physical, not logical, objects, however. A physical object is designed for easy memory management and network transfer: it is a contiguous block of memory that encodes a variable over a domain. Each physical object has a version number.
The controller decides how to distribute the parallel logical tasks from the launcher across worker nodes. To bind logical objects references to particular physical objects, the controller maintains a context for each logical task. A context specifies the version number of each logical object the tasks accesses. The controller computes the context by assigning, to each logical object, the maximum version of the contexts of all tasks in the before set. A task that writes to a logical object increments the version number; this newer version propagates to tasks that depend on its result.
A physical task is ready to run when every task in its before set has completed. The controller is responsible for ensuring that when a physical task runs, every physical object it accesses contains the correct version specified by the context in the corresponding logical task. To enforce this invariant, the controller inserts copy tasks into the physical task graph as needed. For example, if a ghost region that a task needs to read has been written by a task on another node, the controller inserts a copy task that transfers the data over the network, updating the to-beread region. In a manner similar to TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) , this transforms control dependencies into data dependencies, which has the benefit that nodes implicitly synchronize through their data transfers rather than wait for notifications from the controller. This transformation ensures that the controller does not become a bottleneck at moderate scales, a problem noted by Sparrow (Ousterhout et al. 2013) . Copy tasks can be local or remote. Local copy tasks copy between two memory buffers. Remote copy tasks perform a network transfer using asynchronous I/O. Each computational node has a single I/O thread that handles completion events and updates the physical graph.
When deciding how many physical instances to create, the controller trades off between memory footprint and parallelism with a simple heuristic. It makes multiple instances of ghost regions but keeps a single instance of any central region. For the uniform partitioning of 256 3 simulation in Figure 1 , for example, a three-wide ghost region has has 9 to 10,092 cells, 1 whereas a central region has 195,112 cells. Section 6 describes how the controller decides where to place physical objects.
Controller Cache.
For large, distributed simulations with hundreds of partitions and millions of logical and physical objects, computing and sending logical tasks to the controller and mapping logical tasks to physical tasks can become a bottleneck. Since simulations involve iterative loops with regular access patterns, they have both regular control flow and dataflow. The launcher and controller therefore cache the tasks they generate, similarly to how execution templates can improve data analytics scalability (Mashayekhi et al. 2017) . Cache misses only occur the first time a control path executes (the first iteration, the first time a frame is written to disk, etc.). On subsequent executions, rather than compute and send thousands of tasks, the controller and workers have cached copies of entire task subgraphs, which can be invoked with a single network message; a cache hit allows a single message to schedule tens of thousands of low latency tasks.
Manager and Translator
The manager receives tasks from the controller and manages three task queues: blocked (on an incomplete member of the before set), ready, and running. It maintains a subset of the physical task graph, consisting of the tasks received from the controller. When a task completes, the manager removes it from all task before sets; if this makes a before set of a task empty, that task transitions to the ready queue. The manager maintains a thread pool equal to the number of available cores. When a task completes, it takes the next task of the ready queue and runs it. The ready queue uses two priorities, with each priority having a first in, first out order. Copy tasks have higher priority. This starts asynchronous network transfers as early as possible, interleaving communication and computation.
Before the manager executes a simulation library function, it invokes the translator to generate the appropriate application objects. If there is already an application object whose data has the correct versions, then the translator returns immediately. If there are portions of the object that do not contain the most recent write (e.g., a ghost region written to by another node), then it fills into the application object the contents of the physical object specified in the task.
Translator Cache.
To prevent unnecessary copies for data that is only used locally, and to remove the need for two copies of central regions, the translator uses a write-back cache. If a task writes to an application object, then the translator does not immediately write out the result to the corresponding physical objects. Instead, it waits until a copy task reads the physical object, at which point it writes the result out to the physical object before the transfer starts. The translator frees the backing memory of physical objects that are out of date with their application object. Because central regions are only transferred when Nimbus load balances between worker nodes, there is only one copy of their data. This allows Nimbus to maintain both the system and application views with only a small (<10%) memory overhead.
WRITING SIMULATIONS WITH NIMBUS
Writing a simulation in Nimbus has two parts. First, a simulation library developer writes adapters that allow Nimbus to translate between the application and system views and compute tasks that encapsulate library function calls. This is a one-time effort. Second, the simulation author writes the driver program that specifies the variables and computational steps of a specific simulation with control tasks.
This section explains Nimbus's API, using level set advection as a running example. The application simulates multiple frames, and assumes one iteration per frame for simplicity (PhysBAM dynamically selects a dt inversely proportional to the maximum velocity in order to maintain the CFL condition). It explains both the APIs used for adapters as well as a simulation driver.
Simulation Types (Library Developer)
For Nimbus to translate between the application and system views, a simulation library developer has to write an adapter for the translator to convert them. This adapter is a class that holds the underlying application data. Listing 1 illustrates this API for a scalar array in PhysBAM (e.g., the signed distance). The Read method reads out of the application object, translating it into physical objects. The box parameter specifies a bounding box subset of the application object to copy. Each element of objects also has a bounding box; the data copied is the intersection of the application object bounding box, the physical object bounding box, and box. Write copies from physical objects into the application object.
Compute Tasks (Library Developer)
For Nimbus to be able to invoke simulation kernels through tasks, simulation library developers must write adapters between the Nimbus APIs and each kernel. Compute tasks encapsulate calls into simulation library function. They are responsible for setting any global variables or configuration that the simulation library expects. They also fetch the application objects from the translator that the simulation library function needs. Compute task logic determines when boundary conditions are used (e.g., compute tasks take a different branch if a cell is a boundary). Listing 2 shows simplified code for the AdvectLevelset compute task. The compute task reads velocity and signed_distance over its partition and ghost regions from neighboring partitions, advects signed_distance with a call to PhysBAMAdvectLevelset, and writes to signed_distance in its partition.
Driver Program (Simulation Author)
The driver program has three parts, shown in Listings 3 through 5. The first part (Listing 3) defines the parameters of the simulation, including the geometric domain, partitioning, and ghost cell widths. This initialization is the one point in the program when a simulation author must consider how to distribute the simulation. Unlike HPC simulations, which tend to perform a uniform computation over data, graphical simulations can have highly varying computations. For example, particle-level set water simulations perform far more computations on water cells than air cells, and water cells on the interface are more computationally intensive than those deep within the volume. As a result, the optimal partitioning depends not only on the type of simulation, but also its initial conditions, and so this is best controlled by the simulation author.
The driver program is written as a control task. Control tasks do not directly invoke simulation functions; instead, they launch other compute and control tasks. A special control task, Main Listing 4. Main task for example particle-level set simulation. Listing 5. Loop task for example particle-level set simulation.
(Listing 4), is the entry point for simulation. Main defines the simulation variables. These variable definitions create logical objects at the controller. The controller does not create physical objects on worker nodes until it sends tasks to read or write them. This lazy instantiation allows the controller to distribute data only after it has a full picture of task access patterns on data objects.
Main, after it launches tasks to initialize the simulation, launches a Loop task, which corresponds to the outermost simulation loop. This task launches compute tasks AdvectLevelset and AdvectVelocity (Listing 5) to compute the next values of signed_distance and velocity. Loop task uses parameters current_frame and target_frame to determine the end of simulation, or launches another Loop control task.
When launching compute tasks, a control task must specify the data that the compute task reads and writes, plus optional task specific parameters. For instance, the Loop task specifies read and write sets for AdvectLevelset on lines 5 through 10. It does this by specifying the variables and the partitioning to use for reading and writing -an AdvectLevelset task over a partition writes to signed_distance only over the same partition, by specifying center as the partition to write, but reads signed_distance and velocity from ghost regions over neighboring partitions. Nimbus automatically infers write after read dependencies (e.g., from AdvectLevelset to AdvectVelocity), and read after write dependencies (from AdvectVelocity to AdvectLevelset). Based on these dependencies, it automatically inserts the necessary copy tasks and adds them to before sets, enforcing the correct execution order.
FAULT TOLERANCE AND LOAD BALANCING
Production simulations over large grids require hundreds of GB of memory and thousands of hours of CPU cycles. Simulations running in the cloud must deal with straggler nodes, arising from oversubscribed and shared resources such as worker nodes and network capacity, and failures such as I/O failures. Private clusters also exhibit these problems when using a large number of nodes for long periods of time. Disruptions due to failures and slowdown due to straggler nodes can be very expensive in terms of time and effort. Nimbus automatically load-balances applications, and recovers applications from failures (provides fault tolerance).
Fault Tolerance
The Nimbus controller periodically saves a snapshot of application state and data, allowing it to restart a simulation in case of a failure. These checkpoints are sharded over worker nodes and indexed by a distributed key-value store on top of leveldb (Ghemawat and Dean 2017) . At every checkpoint, Nimbus saves the current task graph, which includes all control and compute tasks, and system data objects. Worker nodes periodically send a heartbeat message to the controller. When the controller does not see heartbeat messages from a worker, it assumes that the node has failed. When a node fails, the controller resets the state to the most recent checkpoint, reassigns partitions and tasks across the remaining nodes, and resumes the simulation.
Load Balancing
Nimbus worker nodes periodically send total time spent in computation tasks to the controller. A high compute time to total time ratio indicates that a node may be a straggler-the node takes more time to complete compute tasks, while other nodes are blocked on it for updated ghost data. Such imbalance can come from oversubscription of shared resources or interference from other applications, difference in CPU speeds, or even from within the application, for instance, due to varying amount of fluid. For instance, a particle-level set fluid simulation may have more computation near the interface, due to additional particles. Most fluid simulations, such as particle-level set, FLIP, and APIC have different amounts of fluid in different partitions, as the simulated fluid evolves over time. This results in variation across partitions and time. A low compute time to total time ratio triggers migrationNimbus moves some partitions from the straggling worker to neighboring workers. The controller sends commands to migrate tasks and data to worker nodes, and worker nodes exchange data accordingly. This is repeated until the ratio of compute time to total time falls within a threshold. If a worker is particularly slow, then all the tasks from that node may be moved to neighboring nodes.
EVALUATION
The goal of Nimbus is to automatically distribute existing sequential fluid simulation libraries to run in the cloud. To evaluate whether it achieves these goals, we ported three graphical simulations to use Nimbus: a 3D heat distribution simulation with a Jacobi iterative solver, a particle-level set water simulation, and a particle-level set smoke simulation. This section presents results on how many lines of code it took to port them, the performance improvements of the distributed versions, and how well the distributed versions scale. It evaluates Nimbus's robustness to stragglers and node failures.
Unless otherwise stated, all experiments use Amazon EC2 compute-optimized instances, since they are the most costefficient option for compute-bound workloads. Worker nodes are c3.2xlarge instances with eight virtual cores and 15GB of RAM. All nodes are allocated within a single placement group and so have full bisection bandwidth. The Nimbus code repository, including experiments, is publicly available at https://github.com/ omidm/nimbus.
Heat Distribution
We use a 3D heat distribution simulation to measure the overhead that Nimbus introduces independently of any scalability bottlenecks that a simulation method introduces. The 3D heat distribution simulation uses a Jacobi iterative solver and is a common benchmark in prior work (Peraza et al. 2013; Rivera and Tseng 2000; Tang et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2006) . Moreover, when the simulation's ghost width is set to 0, the simulation is perfectly parallelizable (there is no shared state between partitions), and the simulation scales linearly.
We took an existing, open-source sequential C++ implementation (Kamil 2017) and ported it to Nimbus by writing 118 lines of code for the translations between physical and application objects and a 94 line driver program. These 212 lines of code allow Nimbus to automatically stitch together many distributed sub-simulations into a single, large simulation. Figure 4 shows the speedup gains from using Nimbus to distribute the 3D heat distribution simulation over 2-64 workers. When the ghost width is 0, each sub-simulation runs independently. With 64 workers, the simulation runs 63.8× faster than on a single worker: Nimbus's overhead is <0.4%. Increasing the ghost width introduces data exchanges between subsimulations. Because c3.2x large instances have only 1Gbps links, these data exchanges become a bottleneck; the simulation method limits scalability. Using a ghost width of three cells, 64 worker nodes speed up the simulation by 8.2×. We verified that communication is the bottleneck by using a distributed logging mechanism similar to block-time analysis (Ousterhout et al. 2015) .
Scalability.

Translator and Controller
Cache. Nimbus's translator and controller caches are designed to address performance bottlenecks that graphical simulations introduce but traditional cloud systems do not encounter. To quantify the performance benefits of the translator and controller caches, we ran simulations with a ghost cell size of 1, as this is the fastest setting that exercises the translator cache. Figure 5 shows the results. The translator cache improves performance by 72%. Without a translator cache, Nimbus is forced to translate central regions back and forth between the physical and application layers after each access. These large memory copies take almost as long as the computations. The controller cache allows Nimbus to scale out to many workers, such that performance is limited by simulation computation and communication. Without a controller cache, the controller becomes a bottleneck as the number of workers increases: although 8 workers see a 4× speedup, adding more workers adds to the control plane load such that 64 workers are no faster than 1.
Particle-Level Set Simulations
To evaluate how well Nimbus can distribute complex, productionquality simulations, we ported two PhysBAM (Dubey et al. 2011) fluid simulations: water and smoke. We use PhysBAM for two reasons. First, it is open source, so one can write translators for its data structures and results can be easily reproduced. Second, PhysBAM is widely used in practice; movie studios such as ILM and Pixar use PhysBAM in production films, and its developers have received two Academy Awards for contributions to special effects (Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 2017).
We focus on the water simulation, because it is a canonical example, requires an implicit solve, and employs methods that are required for other fluid simulations, such as smoke and fire. We discuss the smoke simulation in Section 7.3. The water simulation has more than 40 different variables in the form of scalar/vector fields as well as particle buckets and 26 different library kernels. The main loop has an outer loop for advecting velocity and particles and an inner loop for solving the Navier-Stokes equations with an iterative pre-conjugate gradient algorithm (Enright et al. 2002b) . PhysBAM supports both single-threaded and multi-threaded execution; we used its single-threaded implementations, because using Nimbus to manage threads across cores leads to better load balancing, as Nimbus can dynamically migrate load across cores. Figure 6 shows the result of running a water simulation with and without Nimbus. Simulating 30 frames of a serial, single-core implementation takes 172 minutes for 128 3 cells, 335 minutes for 152 3 cells, and over 48 hours for 256 3 cells. Distributing the simulation to run on eight nodes (64 cores), 256 3 cells takes 268 minutes, slightly faster than the single-core 152 3 simulation and over ten times faster than the single-core 256 3 simulation. Using Nimbus makes much higher-detail simulations faster.
Porting the PhysBAM library required writing translators for three data types: face arrays, scalar arrays, and particles. The translators are less than 1,500 lines of C++ code. This is a one time cost, and other simulations (e.g., smoke) can reuse the translators. The driver program, which launches control tasks, is 620 lines of code.
Nimbus in Practice
To evaluate the difficulty of writing simulations in Nimbus, we asked an undergraduate summer intern to port a PhysBAM smoke simulation to Nimbus. Writing the driver took less than a month for the student, who had no prior knowledge in graphics or simulation methods. The majority of the time was spent in understanding the original code and determining the required tasks. The water simulation's translations were directly reusable. Figure 7 shows the results of this effort, comparing a 128 3 smoke simulation run on a single core and an automatically distributed 256 3 simulation run on 64 cores; the 256 3 simulation has much greater detail but runs nearly as fast. We expect that developers who understand the simulation methods well will find porting tasks to Nimbus's API fairly straightforward.
Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance
A key feature of Nimbus is that it automatically monitors execution progress, reacting to stragglers, balancing load, and recovering from failures. To evaluate these capabilities reproducibly, we constructed controlled conditions that would trigger these cases. Figure 8 shows two different scenarios for running a 256 3 -cell water simulation over a cluster of eight nodes, one in which load balancing and fault tolerance are enabled and one in which they are disabled (this mimics the more traditional approach of static parallelization as used in PhysBAM's MPI support). We configured Nimbus to automatically create checkpoints every 30 minutes, as this imposed a very small overhead yet even for larger simulations it is significantly more frequent than the failure rates we have observed, which are most commonly due to disk I/O failures.
After 10 minutes, we launched CPU-bound background processes on one node to cause it to perform poorly and become a straggler. Without load balancing, all of the other workers wait for the straggler, which limits the speed of the simulation. With load balancing enabled, the Nimbus controller quickly migrates computations and the simulation slows only by the degree of lost computational resources.
After 35 minutes, we forced one node to fail and lose all of its in-memory state. With automatic checkpointing enabled, Nimbus successfully rewinds back to a snapshot and resumes computation with the remaining available resources. This is much faster than the current common approach of manually relaunching the simulation when someone detects it has failed.
Comparison With Other Methods
To evaluate the overhead of Nimbus's centralized controller, which provides fault tolerance and load balancing, we compare Nimbus with the common approach to distribute high-performance graphical simulations, MPI (Snir 1998) . Distributing a simulation with MPI requires a complete rewrite of every kernel, as they must integrate the necessary data communication with their computational steps. PhysBAM has hand-tuned MPI implementations for a subset of its kernels. The resulting statically compiled control flow has very little overhead, but is unable to respond to slow nodes, load imbalance, or failures. If a node crashes or is slow, then the programmer must manually recover and restart the simulation. In contrast, Nimbus automatically handles distribution, schedules around poor performance, and recovers from failures.
For medium to large simulations (e.g., 256 3 to 512 3 ), Nimbus's performance is within 3% to 10% of an MPI implementation. The performance overhead comes from the centralized controller, which must send tasks to workers. The controller cache causes this overhead to grow linearly with the number of workers.
One final question for Nimbus's scalability is how large a simulation it can handle. Figure 9 shows the performance of a 1024 3 -cell water simulation distributed over 512 cores (64 nodes), with each core having 1.5GB of simulation state. To the best of the knowl- Fig. 8 . Running a 256 3 -cell PhysBAM water simulation in a cluster of eight Nimbus nodes in two cases: load balancing and fault tolerance enabled and disabled. Nimbus reacts to the straggling node by rebalancing the load and rewinds from the latest checkpoint upon failure. Without these features, the progress speed is bound by the speed of the straggler and any fault halts the simulation. Fig. 9 . Running a 1024 3 -cell water simulation distributed over 64 nodes (512 cores) under MPI and Nimbus. The data exchange almost exactly matches in both systems. Nimbus's controller is dynamic to be able to react to the straggles and failures; this results in a 15% overhead compared to the MPI implementation with statically compiled control plane, which does not provide load balancing or fault tolerance.
edge of the PhysBAM developers, this is the biggest simulation that PhysBAM has ever been used for; the resulting tiny dt values and time for the implicit solve make it impractically slow. Even at such large scales, a single-threaded simulation distributed with Nimbus performs within 15% of a hand-tuned MPI implementation.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article presents Nimbus, a system that distributes gridbased fluid simulations. Nimbus takes a single-threaded simulation and automatically distributes it across many nodes and cores. It achieves this by distinguishing between the application view of data, which is contiguous, and the system view, which subdivides data objects into units corresponding to their data read, write, and transfer requirements. Each simulation node executes as if it is a stand-alone simulation; Nimbus automatically stitches these many smaller simulations into a single, large simulation. Furthermore, it automatically load balances simulations and recovers from failures.
Using PhysBAM particle-level set fluid simulations, we demonstrate that Nimbus can run higher detail simulations faster, distribute simulations on up to 512 cores and run enormous simulations (1024 3 cells). Additionally, Nimbus automatically manages the distributed execution, balancing load across nodes and recovering from failures.
Nimbus is designed to support simulations with an underlying Eulerian structure; this allows it to efficiently map between application and system views of the data. Although it can also support hybrid schemes (e.g., particle-level set, FLIP, APIC), it is a poor match for purely Lagrangian or mesh-based simulations.
Nimbus currently only supports static data resolutions. Adaptive methods provided by data structures such as adaptive meshes (Arney and Flaherty 1990) or hierarchical structures such as VDB (Museth et al. 2013 ) is left for future work. Supporting these requires that a simulation library can dynamically change and reconfigure the set of logical objects in an efficient way. The multiple resolutions provided by hierarchical data structures can provide valuable information on data placement and load balancing: dividing across nodes on sparse boundaries reduces data movement. Chimera grids (English et al. 2013) are also an area of future work; efficiently supporting them requires abstractions to minimize the data transfer required to synchronize the boundaries of overlapping grids.
Increasingly distributing an incompressible flow simulation causes the solver to consume an increasing portion of iteration time. This suggests that increasingly parallel simulations may benefit from new solvers or centralizing the solver on a single node.
We believe that as simulations continue to be a key aspect of computer graphics and large-scale distributed computing resources continue to become more accessible, Nimbus's approach of auto-distributing simulation codes will grow increasingly important.
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